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Why do we use the metric system in science? This plaintive complaint is often expressed by students who no doubt prefer to 

measure and report values in units familiar to them. This excerpt from “What Einstein Told His Cook” will give some 

perspective on the limitations of the imperial and avoirdupois measurement systems. 

 

Measure for Measure 

“When an ounce is not an ounce” 

 

Why do we have different measuring cups for wet and dry ingredients?  A cup of sugar is the same volume as a cup of milk, 

isn’t it? 

 

A cup is indeed a cup throughout the land: eight U.S. fluid ounces, whether wet or dry. But you may be wondering: If a fluid 

ounce is a measure of fluids, how come we use it also to measure flour and other dry solids? And what’s the difference 

between an ounce of volume and an ounce of weight? 

 

The confusion stems from our antiquated American system of measurements. Here’s what we were supposed to have learned 

in school (pay attention now, and follow the bouncing ounce): A U.S. fluid ounce is an amount of volume or bulk and is to be 

distinguished from a British fluid ounce, which is a different amount of volume, both of which are to be distinguished from 

an avoirdupois ounce, which is not an amount of volume at all but an amount of weight and is to be distinguished from a troy 

ounce, which is a different amount of weight and is not to be distinguished from an apothecary’s ounce, which is exactly the 

same as a troy ounce except in February which has 28. Is that perfectly clear? 

 

Now if that isn’t an argument for the International System of Measurement, known throughout the world as the SI, for 

Système International in French and to us as the Metric System, I don’t know what is. In the SI, weight is always in 

kilograms and volume is always in liters. In the entire world, the United States is the only nation still using what used to be 

called the British (or Imperial) system of measurement until even the British abandoned it and went metric.   

 

Let’s rephrase the original question. Aren’t eight good old American fluid ounces of milk the same amount of volume as 

eight good old American ounces of sugar? 

 

The certainly are. We’d really be in trouble if that weren’t the case. But we still need a set of glass measurers for liquids and a 

separate set of metal measurers for solids.   

 

Try to measure out a cup of sugar in a two-cup glass measurer and you’ll have a tough time judging exactly when the sugar 

reaches the one-cup mark, because the sugar’s surface isn’t completely level. But even after you tap it on the counter to 

flatten it out and adjust it exactly to the mark, you won’t have the amount of sugar that the recipe intended. That’s because 

the recipe tester used a metal, one-cup “dry” measurer, filled flat to the brim. And believe it or not, that give you a different 

amount of sugar than if you measured it out in a glass measurer.   

 

Try it. Measure out exactly one cup of sugar by slightly overfilling a one-cup metal measurer and scraping off the excess with 

a straight edge, such as the back of a large chef’s knife. Now pour the sugar into a two-cup glass measurer and jiggle it until 

the sugar’s surface is flat. Betcha it doesn’t come fully up to the one-cup line. 

 

Could that be due to inaccuracies in the measuring cups themselves? Not unless you’re using a flea-market special, with lines 

that look as if they were hand-painted in a kindergarten; reputable kitchenware manufacturers are pretty careful about the 

accuracy of their products. No, the answer lies in a fundamental difference between liquids and granulated solids such as 

sugar, salt, and flour. 

 

When you pour a liquid into a container it flows down into every crevice, leaving no spaces, not even microscopic ones. But 

a granulated solid can settle unpredictably, depending on the shape and size of the grains and of the container. Generally, 

when poured into a wide container, the grains get a chance to spread out more and fill in the spaces beneath them, so they 

settle down more compactly than if they were stacked up in a narrow container. And because they are settled more densely, 

they occupy less volume. The same weight of sugar will therefore actually occupy less volume in a wide container than in a 

narrow one. 

 

Back to the kitchen and to your measuring cups. Dollars to doughnuts, you’ll find that at the same capacity level, the 

diameter of your glass measuring cups is substantially wider than the mouth of your metal one. Therefore, sugar and 
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especially flour, which is notorious for its erratic settling, will occupy less volume in the glass measurer. If you use a glass 

measurer for your dry ingredients, you’ll be adding more than the recipe intended. 

 

The ultimate answer to accuracy and reproducibility in the kitchen is quite simple, but except for professional bakers and 

other chefs, we Americans just won’t do it. Instead of measuring solid ingredients by volume, such as by tablespoons and 

cups, weigh them; that’s what most cooks in the rest of the world do. In metric units, for example, one hundred grams of 

sugar is always the same amount of sugar, no matter whether it’s granulated or powdered or what kind of container you put it 

in. For liquids, there’s only one metric unit: the milliliter or its multiple, the liter. No cups, pints, quarts, or gallons to fuss 

with. 

 

Quick: How many cups in a half a gallon? 

See what I mean? 

 

 

Wolke, Robert L.  What Einstein Told His Cook: Kitchen Science Explained.  New York:  W.W. Norton & Company, 2002, 

p. 292-6. 

 

Summary in the form of 10 bullet points: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


